The service oriented architecture assures flexibility of enterprise application development, so it supports agile reaction to business change. On the other hand, considerable effort is needed to develop a service by combining business and constraint consumes because the entire combination logic should be changed according to the change in business rule. To improve the current method, this paper applied an aspect oriented approach to service system development. In this paper, the rule concern is proposed in addition to the core concern and cross cutting concern of aspect oriented approach. The rule concern is extracted from business rules included in the business processes and services. The rule concern is classified into the process rule aspect and service rule aspect according to the level of the rule. In the proposed approach, system is modularized into the core concern, cross cutting concern and rule concern through separation of concern, and they are maintained independently. Therefore, the adaptability, reusability, and maintainability of a service system will be enhanced.
서론
[ Table 1 ] Description of Concern
Aspect Description
Core Concern -Core concern is the business function that each module should perform.
-A business process generally consists of several services.
Cross Cutting Concern
-Cross cutting concern is the common system function which covers several modules.
-One cross cutting concern is implemented as a service.
Rule Concern
-PRA is the business rule which makes a change in business process.
-Service orchestration should be changed if PRA is changed.
-PRA is generally related to the basic flow and the alternative flow of use case description.
-PRA is implemented as a part of business process using aspect oriented business process execution language such as AO4BPEL or aspect oriented programming language such as AspectJ. Rule  Aspect) -SRA is the business rule which is included in the service. -SRA acts as the variation point of cross cutting concern.
SRA (Service
-SRA is generally related to the pre-condition of use case. The pre-condition is defined using <<include>>.
-SRA is implemented in a service using aspect oriented programming language such as AspectJ. Table 1을 통하여 정리하였다. 4. 평가 서 고려하여야 한다 [13] .
룰기반 서비스 설계
[ Table 2를 
